
 

Electric vehicles reduce costs and protect the
environment

October 13 2015

  
 

  

Under which conditions are electric vehicles less expensive than diesel
vehicles? What are the positive environmental effects? And what about
their acceptance by users and reliability in practice? The RheinMobil
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project coordinated by KIT answers these questions in a study of a fleet
test covering two and a half years of operation with 300,000 electrically
driven kilometers. The results were presented at the International Motor
Show (IAA) in Frankfurt.

"The data show that electric vehicles already now are cheaper and more
compatible with the environment than comparable cars with a 
combustion engine," Olaf Wollersheim, who heads the project at KIT,
says. However, some prerequisites have to be fulfilled. The project
demonstrated that commuter and business traffic between fixed
locations is an ideal application for replacing diesel cars by electric
vehicles.

"For economic efficiency, high milages are crucial. To protect the
climate, the electric car has to be charged with 100% green electricity.
Only then is electric mobility sustainable," Wollersheim says. "In
addition, users want to neither do without their usual comfort nor change
their mobility behavior when replacing the combustion engine by an
electric drive. These prerequisites were ideally fulfilled by the fleet test
at our industry partners of Michelin and Siemens."

The study does not only evaluate operation data of the vehicles and
charging stations, but also covers regular user surveys. The findings of
the more than 30 months of project duration can now be used to
formulate criteria for an economically and ecologically successful
electrification: High milages are required with easy-to-plan individual
tours of a maximum of 100 km. In the RheinMobil project, for instance,
monthly milages of an average of 3,500 km per vehicle were reached.
This requires a high reliability of vehicles and charging stations as well
as an exact analysis in advance of the real fuel energy consumption and
charging behavior.

The project data reveal that electric vehicles "compensate" their
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investment costs at a milage of about 200,000 km, as their operation
costs are smaller than those of cars with a combustion engine. Electric
cars are more climate-friendly thanks to a reduced emission of carbon
dioxide and other pollutants from a milage of about 30,000 km already,
provided that the complete vehicle lifecycle is analyzed and operation
with 100% green electricity is assumed. (The limit is about 100,000 km,
if today's power mix of the German and French power grid is assumed).

"Vehicle operation is economically and ecologically reasonable when the
vehicle is charged with green electricity and is driven always when it is
not charged," Wollersheim explains. "We found that operability of the
vehicle was especially high in the winter without significant limitations
of the range." Quick charging should only be performed when this is
urgently required for reasons of time. In this way, premature aging of the
battery can be prevented.

For the vehicle users, ecological advantages were particularly important.
The fact that the routes of commuters and business travelers can be
planned well helped overcome initial concerns regarding the limited
range of electric vehicles. Contrary to expectations, daily commuting
between France and Germany did not represent a problem. Charging of
the vehicles worked without any problems on both sides of the border.

Of course, these results cannot be transferred to all conceivable vehicle
uses in general. "But many applications, such as taxi traffic, inner-urban
logistics, or mobile care have similar use profiles and requirements and,
hence, are excellently suited for an economically and ecologically
sustainable electrification. With the experience gained from the
RheinMobil project, we can now push economically efficient electric
mobility," Max Nastold, Director of the project partner e-Motion Line,
emphasizes. "For the average private user, however, economic efficiency
cannot be reached under today's framework conditions."
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RheinMobil is a joint project of Michelin, Siemens, Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology (KIT), the Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and
Innovation Research ISI, and the mobility services company e-Motion
Line (eML). The project is part of the "LivingLab BWe mobil" electric
mobility showcase funded by the Federal Republic of Germany.
RheinMobil is aimed at demonstrating that certain utilization profiles
allow for an economically efficient operation of electric vehicles with
commuting and business traffic between Karlsruhe and the Alsace region
being used as an example. Daily, six mini buses with seven seats each are
commuting for Michelin, while Siemens operates a compact vehicle for
business trips. Monthly milage per vehicle was increased to an average
of 3500 km in the course of the project.

The results of the present study were presented by Maximilian
Schücking of the e-Motion Line project partner at the IAA in Frankfurt.
His presentation entitled "RheinMobil: Über 300.000 km unter Strom im
grenzüberschreitenden Pendler- und Dienstverkehr" was part of the 
electric mobility showcase forum.
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